WINTER 2008 NEWSLETTER

FROM THE HORSE VET’S MOUTH
THE HOLISTIC APPROACH TO EQUINE VETERINARY MEDICINE IS
TO TREAT THE WHOLE HORSE

CLINIC NEWS

BACK PROBLEMS IN THE HORSE

Next Client evening – 20th November 2008 – see flyer

This is a subject that should be of interest to anybody that rides a horse! We aim to
tell you a little bit about the structure and function of the back and how it can go
wrong and the things we can do to make it better. The veterinary side will be
enhanced by Jo Spear, a chartered physiotherapist who will explain amongst other
things, her job and exercises that you can do to help your horses back stay supple.
We will also have a session on saddle fitting with master saddler, Liz Leggett to
include some of the advancements in saddle making that have occurred over the
decade particularly. Liz and Jo will also discuss some common rider problems. We
will briefly touch on the ‘is he naughty?’ or ‘does he hurt?’ scenario, which as vets
who deal with poor performance on a regular basis we frequently see. It is very
satisfying to identify a horse’s problem and correct it, allowing both horse and rider to
achieve a good working relationship (and fun). Deben Valley Equine is extremely
fortunate to be able to show you our ‘holistic’ approach to the horse, which
encompasses the great skills of other professionals (saddlers, physiotherapists,
farriers, chiropractors etc.) allowing your horse the best chance of recovery.

poor saddle fit

kissing spines

physiotherapy

STRATEGIC WORMING
Client Evening held on 6th February 2008 at Dennington Village Hall
Our spring evening meeting in February featured worms – the type that cause real
problems to horses and ponies alike. And what a great opportunity it was to update
knowledge, pick up the latest tips on worming and be among the first to learn how to
fat score a pony or horse – not to mention collecting a free weigh tape!
The 65+ horse owners enjoyed a buffet and drink before learning what wormer to
use and when, then participating in discussion with our speakers, giving us loads of
feedback both face-to-face and via our questionnaires, and raising more than £200
for The Horse Trust.
Worms can become resistant to wormers – and this is speeded up by under-dosing
for body weight instead of using a weigh tape or weighbridge and failing to rotate
between the different types of wormers. As 99% of all worms are on the pasture or in
forage, poo-picking the pasture is vital. You can check your paddock’s level of
infection by taking worm egg counts, easily performed at the clinic on a small dung
sample. If the count is low, it may even not be necessary to worm and we prefer to
design worming programmes for individual horses or whole yards. We provide the
best advice and the best prices – just ask Helen for a quote!
Remember – our popular annual worming programmes include a calendar and a
year’s supply of wormers (with or without worm egg counts) and start from just £44
plus VAT for a 600kg horse. It’s never too late to get started….

WE WERE ABLE TO DONATE OVER £200 TO THE HORSE
TRUST –Thank you to Virbac and those in attendance.
The talk from equine nutritionist Dr
Theresa Hollands, which highlighted
the link between excess weight and
laminitis, showed the real need to fat
score your horse or pony. It seems
there is a real trend emerging that
horses and other pets are following the
obesity crisis looming in people.
From The Horse Trust Press Release

Obesity continues to be a primary concern for veterinary surgeons and the World
Horse Welfare Organisation. A recent study was published in the Veterinary Record
(May 2008); this involved the condition scoring of 320 horses near Glasgow. 45% of
these horses were not just fat but obese, of those 45% only 50% of their owners
were in agreement.
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FARRIERS TRAINING DAYS
Imprint shoes and Laminitis
On July 3rd 2008 Deben Valley Equine held its second Farriers Training Day in
conjunction with Andrew Poynton FWCF and Imprint Shoes; this was over
subscribed and attended by 10 farriers and 2 vets. This particular training course had
a definite slant towards laminitis with lectures on causes and treatments as well as in
depth discussion of why the pedal bone can rotate. The use of Imprint shoes has
revolutionised the treatment for some laminitic ponies and horses that would
otherwise have been put down on humane grounds. The farriers particularly enjoyed
Helen Whitbread’s session on interpreting radiographs.

Can you spot your farrier?

Imprint first-aid shoe fitted to laminitic pony

If anyone has a need for free shredded paper e.g. for their compost heap or for small
pet bedding we are happy to supply you. Please contact the office.

WEBSITE – www.debenvalleyvet.co.uk - Development continues…
Gradually more information sheets are being added. Apologies to anyone who has
tried to access our website which was ‘down’ in October.
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OTHER NEWS
2008 has seen huge staff changes….
We were extremely sorry to see dear
Catherine leave Suffolk and take up
residence in N. Yorkshire, which not
surprisingly has far more facilities for hill
walking and rock climbing than Suffolk
does. Catherine and Helen have been in
regular correspondence and Catherine is
getting on extremely well in the North.

We have been fortunate in having
Sally Hodgson, equine vet join us
from Hall and Lawrence Equine
Veterinary
surgeons
down
in
Berkshire. Sally has a particular
interest in eye diseases of the horse
but is also very keen to unravel the
mysteries of lameness and has
managed to fit into our team extremely

well

already!

Kathryn Penn joins us from the Royal
Veterinary College, London (RVC)
after a small dentistry research project
in Kent and a short trip to Peru for
horse trekking, having completed her
veterinary degree. Kathryn has had
her own horses in the past as well as
spending a whole year working on a
competition yard. Kathryn brings a
young and enthusiastic attitude to the
clinic.
Rachel Hadingham took on a
temporary position on the admin. side
of the clinic in June 2008 for 4 days,
but has developed her role in the clinic
and remains with us. For those of you
who have yet to meet her face-to-face,
she is of course Nicky’s daughter.
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Our second MacMillan Coffee Morning raised over £120
Thank you to all who enjoyed cakes and coffee – we appreciate your support. Also
Helen would like to thank all her staff (and their mums!) who kindly made cakes –
yum, yum.

Microchip scanner donated to charity
Deben Valley Equine has recently donated a microchip scanner to Suffolk Animal
Rescue, based in Debenham.

Micro-Chipping
From July 2009 it will be a legal requirement for all foals born to be micro-chipped by
6 months of age; this will bring our passporting regulations into line with Europe.
Passports will still be necessary but micro-chipping makes the identification of
horses much more accurate.

NEW PRODUCTS / SERVICES
Equimax Palatable Worming Tablets!
Yes for those of you who have trouble giving wormer pastes / gels or worry about
mixing wormer in with the feed and it being lost. Equimax, which is a combination
wormer for Roundworm, Strongyles, Tapeworm and Lungworm is now available in
tablet form. It comes as a pack of eight tablets, you feed 1 tablet per 100kilo
bodyweight and most horses will eat them from your hand as a treat or dropped in a
bucket of feed.
AluSpray
This is a wound spray that we have started to use in the treatment of superficial
wounds. A fine silver film is sprayed over the wound to protect it and keep it moist so
that it can heal underneath. We have found it particularly useful for horses that need
treatment from a distance (!) without touching the leg.
Dodson and Horrell Equibites
These handy little treats can provide all the mineral and vitamin requirements for one
day. This is ideal for those ponies that really don’t need any feed and particularly
those on rations due to the threat of laminitis. Free samples will be in the goody bags
at our next talk.

DIGITAL RADIOGRAPHY ON TRIAL AT THE CLINIC
plummeted in price, Argos is unlikely
to ever sell radiography systems! The
clinic is looking to invest in excess of
£30,000 in producing digital images.
Helen would like to thank her clients
for their continued support of the clinic,
which allows the ongoing reinvestment
in facilities, which maintain our
extremely high quality service.
Radiograph of Bone cyst in pedal
bone.
Just as digital technology has
revolutionised photography in the UK,
so actual film for radiography (X-rays)
is likely to become a thing of the past.
As with digital photography compared
to traditional film, the image quality is
greatly enhanced, but the manipulation
of images and patient identification has
to be controlled. This technology has
major benefits for the environment as
chemical waste is no longer produced
and in some cases the number of
radiation exposures can be reduced.
Although
digital
cameras
have

Computed radiography system

MEDICAL MATTERS
Laminitis Risk Assessment
This year we have performed more of these laboratory evaluations. They have
helped to highlight those ponies at greater risk of laminitis (e.g. insulin resistant),
which can then be managed accordingly; they can also be used to provide peace of
mind in some cases for worried owners. In other cases, the blood tests have just
reinforced the fact that the pony or horse is fat and that is why it developed laminitis!
All this from one blood sample!
Antibiotic Resistance
Sally would like to thank all those clients who took part in the University of Liverpool
study into bacterial antibiotic resistance in horses. The Liverpool researchers have
collected samples of nasal secretions and faeces from participating horses (with the
owners help!) in our practice and all over the country; they will collate the sample
results with information about management, veterinary treatment and contact with
other animals. We will let you know the results when published.
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Fell Pony Syndrome

This is an inheritable fatal condition of
the Fell Pony breed. Researchers at
the Animal Health Trust and Liverpool
Vet School are using funding from The
Horse Trust to develop a genetic test
for identifying carriers of Fell Pony
Syndrome.

Ragwort
Liverpool University continues its quest to develop a test for Ragwort poisoning in
the horse, however as we are all aware the prevalence of the plant is greatly
increasing. It is the landowners responsibility to remove Ragwort from their land and
if you have neighbouring problems, advice is available both from DEFRA, the local
authority or the Liverpool University website.
Colic
For those of you who would like an
update on Colic or perhaps did not
attend our Client evening on colic in
2006? – Liverpool University have
launched a very good website that
gives
owners
a
much
better
understanding of the disease and this
can
be
viewed
at
www.liv.az.uk/equinecolic . Worried
about sand colic? Speak to us about

sand dung tests and preventative
treatments.

Equine Welfare Protocol
Her Royal Highness the Princess Royal launched the Equine Welfare Protocol on
June 12th. This protocol will also form part of the Health and Welfare Strategy that
was launched last year and brings together the animal welfare acts of England and
Scotland and particularly the concept of a duty of care. The protocol is available at
www.horsetrust.org.uk. It is divided into two parts, the first describes the incidents of
equine neglect and abuse and how they can be reduced through education, advice
and guidance, reinforcing the current resources and highlighting the existing
legislations. The second part lies out guidelines on how suspected equine neglect
and abuse should be reported and handled, particularly highlighting how members of
the public could get clearer advice and also encouraging interagency
correspondence.
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Saddle Pressure – Are you and your horse sitting comfortably?
Computer based pressure studies
right side of the withers.
Saddle
have been carried out using pads
issues will be discussed at our next
under saddles to assess how evenly
evening talk.
the weight of the rider is spread in the
saddle. Similar technology has been
used to assess what happens when
people mount a horse from the ground
or a mounting block. Although the
pressure as the rider mounts is
decreased by using a mounting block it
is still maximal as the rider’s right leg
swings upwards and not surprisingly
the highest pressure is applied to the

Exotic Diseases
The exotic diseases that we talked about in our last newsletter are also playing a
prominent part in discussions around equine welfare currently. Intervet has produced
a very good leaflet on suspected exotic diseases which we hope will never get to the
UK but may well do so, this is included in the client evening goody bag or available
from the clinic.
Strangles
Remains common within the UK, has serious economic and animal welfare
implications and it is a highly contagious disease. The Animal Health Trust have
been able to produce a blood test that may help to identify those with mild or no
clinical signs that are actually helping to spread the disease. The National Equine
Database should also be able to provide information for disease monitoring within
the UK. We continue to take samples of respiratory diseased horses for research
into the incidence of equine influenza in the UK and other respiratory viruses.
Grass Sickness Scheme
We have also recently joined the first
Nationwide
Grass
Sickness
Surveillance Scheme launched by the
Animal Health Trust. Grass Sickness is
fatal in at least 90% of cases;
fortunately it only seems to be
sporadic in East Anglia compared to
other areas of high incidence such as
Eastern Scotland. One of the aims of
the scheme is to collect as much
information as possible from both
veterinary surgeons and owners of
horses that have been affected in an

attempt to identify the cause and
therefore aim to find some prevention.

Equine Euthanasia
We have also taken part in a survey on Equine Euthanasia Services. A subject
infrequently discussed; there is however a huge variation in the cost of disposal in
Deben Valley Equine Veterinary Clinic
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the UK. Disposal costs on top of the costs for Euthanasia are currently in excess of
£300 in our area. The UK survey has shown that in some areas this may well exceed
£800 plus VAT.
National Equine Database (NED)
The first online database required by DEFRA to monitor the equine passport scheme
and to provide information for disease surveillance and control. It currently holds 79
passport issuing organisations data, which is over 1 million equine records. One of
four newly appointed directors lives in Suffolk and will be able to keep us updated on
developments first hand.

NURSE’S CORNER
Nicky Hadingham VN writes… about intelligent horsemanship (IH).
I have always been fascinated by equine behaviour, so when the opportunity arose
to attend the ‘perfect manners’ IH course run by Kelly Marks, I naturally jumped at it.
The weekend was fantastic and I came away enlightened by what I had learnt. I
hope that I have already started to make a difference to our equine patients during
their stay at the clinic, whether it is helping to load a horse, grooming and handling or
simply understanding body language and behaviour.
I can’t wait to attend future courses!!

Answer service
YOUR HORSE VETS ARE AVAILABLE 24 HOURS A DAY EVERY DAY
CALL (01728) 685 123.
The Office is open 8.30a.m. – 5p.m. Monday to Friday

CALENDAR
• Events since last newsletter –
• February 6th 2008 – Strategic worming and nutrition talks with Virbac and Dodson
& Horrell
• July 2008 – Imprint Farriers training day – Laminitis at our clinic
• Sept 2008 – MacMillan coffee morning – lots of cakes!
• Courses attended since the last newsletter • April 2008 – Joint farriers and vet meeting at Nottingham for Helen
• April 2008 – Annual veterinary check – Mustique Equestrian Centre for Catherine
• May 2008 - Ultrasound scanning – tendons, joints etc at Newmarket 3 day course
for Helen
Deben Valley Equine Veterinary Clinic
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•
•
•
•
•

May 2008 – Intelligent Horsemanship training weekend for Nicky
July 2008 – Pathology lectures at Royal Veterinary College for Helen
July 2008 – Imprint farriers training day for Sally
Sept 2008 – British Equine Veterinary Association 3 day Congress in Liverpool for
Helen and Kathryn
Sept 2008 – University of Liverpool lameness workshop for Sally

Forth coming events
• For us
• October 2008 – Modern dentistry course at Bristol Vet School for Helen
• October 2008 – Computer training for Bronwyn
• October 2008 – Equine orthopaedic emergencies talk for Kathryn
• November 2008 – Joint blocks / lameness workshop for Sally & Kathryn
• November 2008 – Dentistry course in Newmarket for Kathryn
• December 2008 – Problems of the head – Equine meeting for Sally & Kathryn
• For you
• 20th November 2008 – Back Problems of the Horse
• 13th December 2008 – Easton Harriers Hunt Ball

We would welcome your contribution to our newsletter if you have tales of special horses or
photos of ones, which have recovered from illness/injury. We also have a photo
gallery of your horses on our notice board at the clinic for your contributions.
Please feel free to comment on our newsletter & website, which reflects our opinions.
All comments and figures quoted are believed to be true at the time of printing.
Please inform us if your friends would like to receive our newsletter
or sadly tell us if you no longer wish to receive our newsletter
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